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ANIMAL MAGNETISM

cannot be denied...

The Animal Magnetism collection from Keleen Leathers is chic and stylish yet elegant and luxurious.
Created for those with superior taste, this line oﬀers both natural and stenciled hair-on cowhides
along with multiple styles of rugs custom fabricated by Keleen. Deﬁnitely something for everyone!
Animal Magnetism is broken into three categories:
Natural Beauty:
Natural hair-on cowhides featuring gorgeous, unaltered colors and markings
Nature’s Stage:
A collection of rugs beautifully and tastefully sewn into various styles and patterns
Wild Life:
Stenciled animal print hair-on cowhides in WILD animal print patterns
Please remember that the entire Animal Magnetism collection is comprised of natural products.
Color, markings of nature, and hide size will vary from hide to hide. As a product of nature, this is to
be both expected and embraced.
As are all Keleen Leathers products, the entire Animal Magnetism collection is a by-product of the food industry.
call Keleen at 708.409.9800 for more information

www.keleenleathers.com

NATURAL BEAUTY

GORGEOUS

LUSCIOUS

HEAVENLY

ADORABLE

TEMPTING

CHARMING

RADIANT

IRRESISTIBLE

HANDSOME

Natural Beauty describes the look of hides which are unaltered by anything but the kiss
of nature. Each hide will vary in markings, shape, size, and color as no two are exactly the same
making them even more desirable. These unique characteristics add Natural Beauty and a
certain degree of interest to each hide.

NATURE’S STAGE

STONE

PRAIRIE

SUNSET

MOUNTAIN RANGE

MIDNIGHT

MEADOW

ISLAND SAND

DAY & NIGHT

SPLASH

SAFARI

SOFT SHEARLING

Though all hair-on hides in their natural shape are perfect for both rugs and upholstery,
Nature’s Stage is a line consisting of hair-on hides which are cut and sewn into beautiful shapes and
patterns to adorn any space. Nature’s Stage rugs can be made with natural, stenciled and/or solid
dyed hair-on hides. Finished leather is also an option for borders. In addition, a natural shearling rug
was added to the line because it was simply too soft, too gorgeous, and too unique to pass up.
Though standard sizing and pricing is oﬀered, rugs can be custom made to any speciﬁcation.

WILD LIFE

SIBERIAN TIGER

JAGUAR

CHEETAH

BROWN & TAN ZEBRA

BLACK & WHITE ZEBRA
also available in brown & white

POSH ZEBRA

LEOPARD

GIRAFFE

LITTLE SPOTTED CAT

Silk screened hair-on cowhides make up Wild Life. In wild patterns and colors these eye-catching
prints add amazing ﬂair! Rugs, ottomans, pillows, headboards, and/or anything imaginable,
the possibilities are absolutely endless!

